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Stroke – Evidence (Systematic reviews, Meta-analysis, Randomised control trials)


The Association of Social Isolation With the Risk of Stroke Among Middle-Aged and Older Adults in China (includes abstract) Zhou, Zi Lin, Cen Ma, Jiaping Towne, Samuel D. Han, Yaofeng Fang, Ya; American Journal of Epidemiology, Aug 2019; 188(8): 1456-1465. 10p. (Article) ISSN: 0002-9262

Scanning training for rehabilitation of visual field loss due to stroke: Identifying and exploring training tools in use (includes abstract) Hazelton, Christine Pollock, Alex Walsh, Glyn Brady, Marian C; British Journal of Occupational Therapy, Aug 2019; 82(8): 502-511. 10p. (Article) ISSN: 0308-0226


Immediate Antihypertensive Treatment for Patients With Acute Ischemic Stroke With or Without History of Hypertension: A Secondary Analysis of the CATIS Randomized Clinical Trial (includes abstract) Zhang, Rui Zhong, Chongke Zhang, Yonghong Xie, Xuewei Zhu, Zhengbao Wang, Alli Chen, Chung-Shiuan Peng, Yanbo Peng, Hao Li, Quwei Ju, Zhong Geng, Deqin Chen, Jing Liu, Liping Wang, Yilong Xu, Tan He, Jiang; JAMA Network Open, 7/31/ 2019; 2(7): e198103-e198103. 1p. (Article)

The Effect of rTMS over the Different Targets on Language Recovery in Stroke Patients with Global Aphasia: A Randomized Sham-Controlled Study (includes abstract) Ren, Caili Zhang, Guofu Xu, Xinlei Hao, Jianfeng Fang, Hui Chen, Ping Li, Zhaohui Ji, Yunyun Cai, Qingjie Gao, Fei; BioMed Research International, 7/29/2019; 1-7. 7p. (Article) ISSN: 2314-6133

Effect of 106PEAR1 and 168PTGS1 genetic polymorphisms on recurrent ischemic stroke in Chinese patient (English); Abstract available. By: Zhao J; Chen F; Lu L; Tang H; Yang R; Wang Y; Du Y, Medicine [Medicine (Baltimore)], ISSN: 1536-5964, 2019 Jul; Vol. 98 (29), pp. e16457; Publisher: Lippincott
Factors affecting the occurrence of gastrointestinal bleeding in acute ischemic stroke patients. (English); Abstract available. By: Fu J, Medicine [Medicine (Baltimore)], ISSN: 1536-5964, 2019 Jul; Vol. 98 (28), pp. e16312; Publisher: Lippincott Williams & Wilkins; PMID: 31305417
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=mdc&AN=31305417&site=ehost-live

Embolic Stroke of Undetermined Source: A Population with Left Atrial Dysfunction. (English); Abstract available. By: Meisel K; Yuan K; Fang Q; Bibby D; Lee R; Schiller NB, Journal Of Stroke And Cerebrovascular Diseases: The Official Journal Of National Stroke Association [J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis], ISSN: 1532-8511, 2019 Jul; Vol. 28 (7), pp. 1891-1896; Publisher: Saunders; PMID: 31031144
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=mdc&AN=31031144&site=ehost-live

Total Antioxidant Capacity Predicts Outcome in Acute Ischemic Stroke Subtypes in Egyptian Patients. (English); Abstract available. By: Ghonimi NAM; Mahdy ME; Abdel Salam OA, Journal Of Stroke And Cerebrovascular Diseases: The Official Journal Of National Stroke Association [J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis], ISSN: 1532-8511, 2019 Jul; Vol. 28 (7), pp. 1911-1917; Publisher: Saunders; PMID: 31010763
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=mdc&AN=31010763&site=ehost-live

Effectiveness of Nonvitamin K Antagonist Oral Anticoagulants and Warfarin for Preventing Further Cerebral Microbleeds in Acute Ischemic Stroke Patients with Nonvalvular Atrial Fibrillation and At Least One Microbleed: CMB-NOW Multisite Pilot Trial. (English); Abstract available. By: Yokoyama M; Mizuma A; Terao T; Tanaka F; Nishiyama K; Hasegawa Y; Nagata E; Nogawa S; Kobayashi H; Yanagimachi N; Okazaki T; Kitagawa K; Takizawa S; CMB-NOW Study Investigators, Journal Of Stroke And Cerebrovascular Diseases: The Official Journal Of National Stroke Association [J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis], ISSN: 1532-8511, 2019 Jul; Vol. 28 (7), pp. 1918-1925; Publisher: Saunders; PMID: 31005561
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=mdc&AN=31005561&site=ehost-live

http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=mdc&AN=31010762&site=ehost-live

http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=mdc&AN=31000450&site=ehost-live
Improving Prognostic Evaluation by 4D CTA for Endovascular Treatment in Acute Ischemic Stroke Patients: A Preliminary Study. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Cao R; Qi P; Liu Y; Ma X; Shen Z; Chen J, Journal Of Stroke And Cerebrovascular Diseases: The Official Journal Of National Stroke Association [J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis], ISSN: 1532-8511, 2019 Jul; Vol. 28 (7), pp. 1971-1978; Publisher: Saunders; PMID: 30981581
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=mdc&AN=30981581&site=ehost-live

Renal Safety of Intra-Arterial Treatment after Acute Ischemic Stroke with Multimodal CT Imaging selection. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Hu Z; Shang T; Huang R; Li Q; Zheng P; Wang H; Xie P, Journal Of Stroke And Cerebrovascular Diseases: The Official Journal Of National Stroke Association [J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis], ISSN: 1532-8511, 2019 Jul; Vol. 28 (7), pp. 2031-2037; Publisher: Saunders; PMID: 31047820
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=mdc&AN=31047820&site=ehost-live

Fabry's disease and stroke: Effectiveness of enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) in stroke prevention, a review with meta-analysis. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Sheng S; Wu L; Nalleballe K; Sharma R; Brown A; Ranabothu S; Kapoor N; Onsteddu S, Journal Of Clinical Neuroscience: Official Journal Of The Neurosurgical Society Of Australasia [J Clin Neurosci], ISSN: 1532-2653, 2019 Jul; Vol. 65, pp. 83-86; Publisher: Churchill Livingstone; PMID: 30955952
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=mdc&AN=30955952&site=ehost-live

http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=ccm&AN=137873899&site=ehost-live

Multiple sclerosis and stroke: a systematic review and meta-analysis. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Hong Y; Tang HR; Ma M; Chen N; Xie X; He L, BMC Neurology [BMC Neurol], ISSN: 1471-2377, 2019 Jun 24; Vol. 19 (1), pp. 139; Publisher: BioMed Central; PMID: 31234793
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=ccm&AN=31234793&site=ehost-live

Stroke – Prevention and control

http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=ccm&AN=137722433&site=ehost-live

The Association of Social Isolation With the Risk of Stroke Among Middle-Aged and Older Adults in China. (includes abstract) Zhou, Zilin, CenMa, JiapingTowne, Samuel DHan, YaofengFang, Ya; American Journal of Epidemiology, Aug2019; 188(8): 1456-1465. 10p. (Article) ISSN: 0002-9262
Comparisons between Oral Anticoagulants among Older Nonvalvular Atrial Fibrillation Patients. (includes abstract) Deitelzweig, Steven; Keshishian, Allison; Li, Xiaoyan; Kang, Amiee; Dhamane, Amol; Luo, Xuemei; Balachander, Neeraja; Rosenblatt, Lisa; Mardekian, Jack; Pan, Xianying; Nadkarni, Anagha; D. Luo, Xuemei; Balachander, Neeraja; Rosenblatt, Lisa; Mardekian, Jack; Pan, Xianying; Nadkarni, Anagha; D. Luo, Xuemei; Balachander, Neeraja; Rosenblatt, Lisa; Mardekian, Jack; Pan, Xianying; Nadkarni, Anagha; D. Luo, Xuemei; Balachander, Neeraja; Rosenblatt, Lisa; Mardekian, Jack; Pan, Xianying; Nadkarni, Anagha; Lip, Huseyin; Lip, Gregory Y. H.; Journal of the American Geriatrics Society, Aug 2019; 67(8): 1662-1671. 10p. (Article) ISSN: 0002-8614

Immediate Antihypertensive Treatment for Patients With Acute Ischemic Stroke With or Without History of Hypertension: A Secondary Analysis of the CATIS Randomized Clinical Trial. (includes abstract) Zhang, Rui Zhong, Chongke Zhang, Yonghong Xie, Xuewei Zhu, Zhengbao Wang, Alii Chen, Chung-Shuan Peng, Yanbo Peng, Hao Li, Quanwei Ju, Zhong Geng, Deqin Chen, Jing Liu, Liping Wang, Yilong Xu, Tan He, Jiang; JAMA Network Open, 7/31/2019; 2(7): e198103-e198103. 1p. (Article)

Effectiveness of Nonvitamin K Antagonist Oral Anticoagulants and Warfarin for Preventing Further Cerebral Microbleeds in Acute Ischemic Stroke Patients with Nonvalvular Atrial Fibrillation and At Least One Microbleed: CMB-NOW Multisite Pilot Trial. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Yokoyama M; Mizuma A; Terao T; Tanaka F; Nishiyama K; Hasegawa Y; Nagata E; Nogawa S; Kobayashi H; Yanagimachi N; Okazaki T; Kitagawa K; Takizawa S; CMB-NOW Study Investigators, Journal Of Stroke And Cerebrovascular Diseases: The Official Journal Of National Stroke Association [J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis], ISSN: 1532-8511, 2019 Jul; Vol. 28 (7), pp. 1918-1925; Publisher: Saunders; PMID: 31005561

A short bout of high-intensity exercise alters ipsilesional motor cortical excitability post-stroke. (includes abstract) Li, Xin Charalambous, Charalambos C.; Reisman, Darcy; Morton, Susanne; M.; Topics in Stroke Rehabilitation, Sep 2019; 26(6): 405-411. 7p. (Article) ISSN: 1074-9357

Gait quality and velocity influences activity tracker accuracy in individuals post-stroke. (includes abstract) Clay, Lynne; Webb, Megan; Hargest, Claire; Adhia, Divya; Bharatkumar; Topics in Stroke Rehabilitation, Sep 2019; 26(6): 412-417. 6p. (Article) ISSN: 1074-9357


Robot assisted training for the upper limb after stroke (RATULS): a multicentre randomised controlled trial. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Rodgers H; Bosomworth H; Krebs HL; van Wijck F; Howel D; Wilson N; Aird L; Alvarado N; Andole S; Cohen DL; Dawson J; Fernandez-Garcia C; Finch T; Ford GA; Francis R; Hogg S; Hughes N; Price Ci; Tenent L; Turner DL; Vale L; Wilkes S; Shaw L, Lancet (London, England) [Lancet], ISSN: 1474-547X, 2019 Jul 06; Vol. 394 (10192), pp. 51-62; Publisher: Elsevier; PMID: 31128926 http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=mdc&AN=31128926&site=ehost-live

Effects of continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) therapy on neurological and functional rehabilitation in Basal Ganglia Stroke patients with obstructive sleep apnea: A prospective multicenter study. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Ren L; Wang K; Shen H; Xu Y; Wang J; Chen R, Medicine [Medicine (Baltimore)], ISSN: 1536-5964, 2019 Jul; Vol. 98 (28), pp. e16344; Publisher: Lippincott Williams & Wilkins; PMID: 31305423 http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=mdc&AN=31305423&site=ehost-live

Predictors of Oral Feeding Resumption after Stroke in a Rehabilitation Hospital: A Retrospective Study. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Calvo I; Pizzorni N; Gilardone G; Mayer F; Vanacore N; Buraschi V; Gilardone M; Corbo M, Journal Of Stroke And Cerebrovascular Diseases: The Official Journal Of National Stroke Association [J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis], ISSN: 1532-8511, 2019 Jul; Vol. 28 (7), pp. 1958-1970; Publisher: Saunders; PMID: 30981584
Combination of Exoskeletal Upper Limb Robot and Occupational Therapy Improve Activities of Daily Living Function in Acute Stroke Patients. (English) : Abstract available. By: Iwamoto Y; Imura T; Suzukawa T; Fukuyama H; Ishii T; Taki S; Imada N; Shibukawa M; Inagawa T; Araki H; Araki O, Journal Of Stroke And Cerebrovascular Diseases: The Official Journal Of National Stroke Association [J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis], ISSN: 1532-8511, 2019 Jul; Vol. 28 (7), pp. 2018-2025; Publisher: Saunders; PMID: 31047819

Influence of Duration of Caregiving on the Burden and Quality of Life of Informal Caregivers of Stroke Survivors. (includes abstract) Badaru, Umaru M; Fatima, Bala S; Ahmad, Rufai Y; Lawal, Isa U; Ogwumike, Omoymi O; Usman, Jibrin S.; Indian Journal of Physiotherapy & Occupational Therapy, Jul-Sep 2019; 13(3): 171-177. 7p. (Article) ISSN: 0973-5674


Stroke – Therapy

Language deficits following dominant hemisphere tumour resection are significantly underestimated by syndrome-based aphasia assessments. (includes abstract) Brownsett, S.L; Ramajoo, K; Copland, D; McMahon, K.L; Robinson, G; Drummond, K; Jeffree, R.L; Olson, S.O; De Zubicaray, G; Aphasiology, Oct 2019; 33(10): 1163-1181. 19p. (Article) ISSN: 0268-7038

A Systematic Scoping Review of Work Interventions for Hospitalised Adults with an Acquired Neurological Impairment. (includes abstract) O'Keefe, Sophie; Stanley, Mandy; Adam, Kerry; Lamnin, Natasha A.; Journal of Occupational Rehabilitation, Sep 2019; 29(3): 569-584. 16p. (Article) ISSN: 1053-0487

Thrombolysis up to 9 Hours after Onset of Stroke. (English) By: Tan B; Zaidat O, The New England Journal Of Medicine [N Engl J Med], ISSN: 1533-4406, 2019 Aug 01; Vol. 381 (5), pp. 488; Publisher: Massachusetts Medical Society; PMID: 31365809

Management of stroke in the Australian Indigenous population: from hospitals to communities. (includes abstract) Tiedeman, Clare; Suthers, Belinda; Julien, Benjamin; Hackett, Anna; Oakley, Patrick; Internal Medicine Journal, Aug 2019; 49(8): 962-968. 7p. (Article) ISSN: 1444-0903
Immediate Antihypertensive Treatment for Patients With Acute Ischemic Stroke With or Without History of Hypertension: A Secondary Analysis of the CATIS Randomized Clinical Trial. (includes abstract) Zhang, RuiZhong, ChongkeZhang, YonghongXie, XueweiZhu, ZhengbaoWang, AiliChen, Chung-ShuanPeng, YanboPeng, HaoLi, QuweiJu, ZhongGeng, DeqinChen, JingLu, LepingWang, YilongXu, TanHe, Jiang; JAMA Network Open, 7/31/2019; 2(7): e198103-e198103. 1p. (Article)

Multimode Computed-Tomography-Guided Thrombolysis under a Prolonged Time Window in Acute Ischemic Stroke Patients with Atrial Fibrillation. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Yang Y; Sun W; Li D; Li XY; Wang XT; Li SC; Zhao HJ; Zhang JB, International Heart Journal [Int Heart J], ISSN: 1349-3299, 2019 Jul 27; Vol. 60 (4), pp. 822-829; Publisher: International Heart Journal Association; PMID: 31257338

Intensive vs Standard Treatment of Hyperglycemia and Functional Outcome in Patients With Acute Ischemic Stroke: The SHINE Randomized Clinical Trial. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Johnston KC; Bruno A; Pauls Q; Hall CE; Barrett KM; Barsan W; Fansler A; Van de Bruinhorst K; Janis S; Durkalski-Mauldin VL; Neurological Emergencies Treatment Trials Network and the SHINE Trial Investigators, JAMA [JAMA], ISSN: 1538-3598, 2019 Jul 23; Vol. 322 (4), pp. 326-335; Publisher: American Medical Association; PMID: 31334795

Association Between Time to Treatment With Endovascular Reperfusion Therapy and Outcomes in Patients With Acute Ischemic Stroke Treated in Clinical Practice. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Jahan R; Saver JL; Schwamm LH; Fonarow GC; Liang L; Matsouaka RA; Xian Y; Holmes DN; Peterson ED; Yavagal D; Smith EE, JAMA [JAMA], ISSN: 1538-3598, 2019 Jul 16; Vol. 322 (3), pp. 252-263; Publisher: American Medical Association; PMID: 31310296

Endovascular Therapy for Acute Ischemic Stroke Treated in Clinical Practice. (English) By: Muth CC, JAMA [JAMA], ISSN: 1538-3598, 2019 Jul 16; Vol. 322 (3), pp. 263; Publisher: American Medical Association; PMID: 31310280

Effects of continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) therapy on neurological and functional rehabilitation in Basal Ganglia Stroke patients with obstructive sleep apnea: A prospective multicenter study. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Ren L; Wang K; Shen H; Xu Y; Wang J; Chen R, Medicine [Medicine (Baltimore)], ISSN: 1536-5964, 2019 Jul; Vol. 98 (28), pp. e16344; Publisher: Lippincott Williams & Wilkins; PMID: 31305423

Co-Effect of Serum Galectin-3 and High-Density Lipoprotein Cholesterol on the Prognosis of Acute Ischemic Stroke. (English) ; Abstract available. By: Zeng N; Wang A; Xu T; Zhong C; Zheng X; Zhu Z; Peng Y; Peng H; Li Q; Ju Z; Geng D; Zhang Y; He J, Journal Of Stroke And Cerebrovascular Diseases: The Official Journal Of National Stroke Association [J
“Effectiveness of Nonvitamin K Antagonist Oral Anticoagulants and Warfarin for Preventing Further Cerebral Microbleeds in Acute Ischemic Stroke Patients with Nonvalvular Atrial Fibrillation and At Least One Microbleed: CMB-NOW Multisite Pilot Trial.”

Abstract available. By: Yokoyama M; Mizuma A; Terao T; Tanaka F; Nishiyama K; Hasegawa Y; Nagata E; Nogawa S; Kobayashi H; Yanagimachi N; Okazaki T; Kitagawa K; Takizawa S; CMB-NOW Study Investigators.


http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=mdc&AN=31085131&site=ehost-live


Abstract available. By: Shoirah H; Wechsler LR; Jovin TG; Jadhav AP.


http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=mdc&AN=31005561&site=ehost-live

“Predictors of Oral Feeding Resumption after Stroke in a Rehabilitation Hospital: A Retrospective Study.”

Abstract available. By: Calvo I; Pizzorni N; Gilardone G; Mayer F; Vanacore N; Buraschi V; Gilardone M; Corbo M.


http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=mdc&AN=30981584&site=ehost-live

“Improving Prognostic Evaluation by 4D CTA for Endovascular Treatment in Acute Ischemic Stroke Patients: A Preliminary Study.”

Abstract available. By: Cao R; Qi P; Liu Y; Ma X; Shen Z; Chen J.


http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=mdc&AN=30981581&site=ehost-live

“Preceding Antithrombotic Treatment is Associated With Acute Ischemic Stroke Severity and Functional Outcome at 90 Days Among Patients With Atrial Fibrillation.”

Abstract available. By: Yi X; Lin J; Han Z; Luo H; Shao M; Fan D; Zhou Q.


http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=ip,athens&db=mdc&AN=31047821&site=ehost-live

“Combination of Exoskeletal Upper Limb Robot and Occupational Therapy Improve Activities of Daily Living Function in Acute Stroke Patients.”

Abstract available. By: Iwamoto Y; Imura T; Suzukawa T; Fukuyama H; Ishii T; Taki S; Imada N; Shibukawa M; Inagawa T; Araki H; Araki O.

Renal Safety of Intra-Arterial Treatment after Acute Ischemic Stroke with Multimodal CT Imaging selection. (English); Abstract available. By: Hu Z; Shang T; Huang R; Li Q; Zheng P; Wang H; Xie P, Journal Of Stroke And Cerebrovascular Diseases: The Official Journal Of National Stroke Association [J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis], ISSN: 1532-8511, 2019 Jul; Vol. 28 (7), pp. 2031-2037; Publisher: Saunders; PMID: 31047820

Platelet Aggregation and Interleukins Indicators Impacting the Outcomes of Ischemic Stroke. (English); Abstract available. By: Hovhannesyan RA; Hovhannisyan IG, Journal Of Stroke And Cerebrovascular Diseases: The Official Journal Of National Stroke Association [J Stroke Cerebrovasc Dis], ISSN: 1532-8511, 2019 Jul; Vol. 28 (7), pp. 2038-2044; Publisher: Saunders; PMID: 30878372

Fabry's disease and stroke: Effectiveness of enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) in stroke prevention, a review with meta-analysis. (English); Abstract available. By: Sheng S; Wu L; Nalleballe K; Sharma R; Brown A; Ranabothu S; Kapoor N; Onteddu S, Journal Of Clinical Neuroscience: Official Journal Of The Neurosurgical Society Of Australasia [J Clin Neurosci], ISSN: 1532-2653, 2019 Jul; Vol. 65, pp. 83-86; Publisher: Churchill Livingstone; PMID: 30955952


External Validation of the PREMISE Score in the Athens Stroke Registry (includes abstract) Ntaios, GeorgeGeorgiopoulos, GeorgeKoroboki, EleniVemmos, Konstantinos; Journal of Stroke & Cerebrovascular Diseases, Jul2019; 28(7): 1806-1809. 4p. (journal article) ISSN: 1052-3057 PMID: 31088709
Web links and organisations

- **Acute Stroke Clinical Care Standard 2015.** Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care
- **Australia’s Health 2016 – 3.6 Stroke** | Australian Institute of Welfare
- **Clinical Guidelines for Stroke Management 2017.** Stroke Foundation ([Clinical guidelines](https://strokefoundation.org.au/))
- **Stroke Foundation (Australia) [https://strokefoundation.org.au/](https://strokefoundation.org.au/)
- **Stroke | What causes a stroke?** ([consumer health information](https://www.strokefoundation.org.au/)). HealthDirect (Australian Government)
- **Stroke risk factors and prevention** ([consumer health information](https://www.strokefoundation.org.au/)). Better Health Channel (Victoria)

Disclaimer:

Before relying on this material for any important matter, staff should carefully evaluate its accuracy, currency, completeness and relevance to ensure it is appropriate for their purpose. Links to websites and online resources are provided for convenience and do not constitute endorsement of material or of any associated organisation, product or service.